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AR&D’s Brand 
Ambassador 
Playbook helps 
your team build a 
strong advocacy 
group who 
passionately share 
the good work 
being done in your 
district. 

BRANDambassador 

Key Features 
Actionable.  Measurable.  Results-Driven.  
 

• Follow a clearly defined, strategic six-step process. 

• Implement a robust training program. 

• Collect key data on the ambassadors and their efforts. 

• Assess ongoing impact and program results. 

• Implement proven tactics to reinforce achievements 
and reward high performers. 

• Utilize the exclusive AR&D program lifecycle for 
continuous program improvement. 
 

For More Information: 

Hollis Grizzard, Lead Strategist  
210.240.2482  I  hgrizzard@ar-d.com                 
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Families lead busy lives so it’s critical for brands to have a 
robust way in which to share their stories.  One of the most 
impactful ways to do so is through a strong brand ambassador 
program. 

 
From teachers to administrators, from parents to community 
partners; all of these supporters have the ability to be strong 
advocates for your district.   
 
AR&D’s Brand Ambassador Program serves as one of most 
effective ways in which to communicate the mission of the 
school district.   Brand ambassadors can also help to build and 
maintain strong ties to parents, students and the community 
while keeping open the lines of communication.  Additionally, 
this type of program helps to showcase the student experience 
as well as enhance parent and family involvement in school 
activities, events and other opportunities. 

4 Reasons Brand Ambassador Programs Fail 
Pitfalls we will help you avoid. 
 

(1) The brand itself has no defining and unique attributes - or valuable "point of difference." 
(2) The brand is not effectively understood, communicated or embraced by employees and 

stakeholders. 
(3) Brand touchpoints (points of interaction between employees and stakeholder groups) are not 

formally defined and employees are not equipped with specific messaging for each touchpoint. 
(4) Lack of training and practice. Training is not an event - it's an ongoing process. Brand 

messaging is a learned behavior based on a continuous training regime. 


